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		                                                     A ‘Whole-of-Island' Approach: flipping the script on the way we do development in Nauru
 
      The Pacific Island nation of Nauru serves as the canvas for an approach to sustainable development programming that bucks the trend of tradition. With a population of over 12,000 people, and a single island that is 21km2 in size, Nauru sees the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Pacific Office undertaking a whole-of-island approach toward how we do development. 
     Read more     
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   News 
   2024 Regional Human Development Report 
  The Asia-Pacific region has seen rapid poverty reduction, having lifted 1.5 billion people out of extreme poverty in a few generations.  Yet, millions continue to live precarious lives amid entrenched inequalities.
 
    Read more      
  
                                        
            
        
                  
              
              
              
              
                  




  
        

  

     
 
   Press Release 
   Timely Seaport Training Commences in Fiji 
  25 participants from border agencies across Fiji, Palau and Vanuatu are in Suva for a two-week training program to strengthen the management of each country’s seaports.
 
    Read more      
  
                                    
            
        
                  
              
              
              
              
                  




  
        

  

     
 
   Blog 
   From Whispers to Revolution: Breaking the Chains of Gender-Based Violence in Vanuatu  
  The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence concluded on 10 December, but the stark reality of violence against women persists beyond this designated period. It's an everyday struggle for countless women globally; in their homes, communities, workplaces, and online.
 
    Read more      
  
                                        
            
        
                  
              
              
              
              
                  




  
        

  

     
 
   Press Release 
   Launch of Fiji’s first-ever Sovereign Blue Bond  
  The efficient functioning of the maritime industry is critical to human livelihoods in a country like Fiji. Some within the sector like to use the phrase ‘no shipping, no shopping’, with almost 95 percent of goods entering the country coming via its seaports.
 
    Read more      
  
                                    
            
        
                  
              
              
              
              
                  




  
        

  

     
 
   Blog 
   Fire, Floods, Drought: Over Two Decades of Navigating Through Climate Challenges in the Pacific 
  UNDP stands ready to support communities affected by drought and link this back to the long-term goal of water resilience in the face of climate change, which will only exacerbate these events further.
 
    Read more      
  
   
 
 
 
 
                 What we do 
 
      In the Pacific, UNDP provides regional and country support to ten countries - Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Republic of the Marshall Islands, Nauru, Palau, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu - and regional support to five countries - Cook Islands, Niue, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, and Tokelau - together with a total population of 2.4 million. We work on effective governance, inclusive growth as well as resilience and sustainable development.  
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   News 
        Multi-Country Programme Document (2023-2027) 
   This 5-year multi-country program is an outcome of the Pacific Cooperation Framework for 2023-2027, integrating the national plans of 14 Pacific Island Countries and Territories in line with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Small Island Developing States Accelerated Modalities of Action Pathway. With clear guidance from the UNDP Strategic Plan (2022-2025) and building on the achievements of the previous program cycle, UNDP's contribution to the Cooperation Framework will effectively implement the Secretary General's directives to aid small island developing States and advance the Blue Pacific Continent strategy. 
 
  Read more     
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                                Press Releases

                                
                                    Guadalcanal Province Signs Agreement with UNDP and European Union to Boost Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene

                                    Guadalcanal Province in Solomon Islands has taken a significant step towards improving access to water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) through the signing of a Le...
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                                    We need to do better by our women leaders

                                    When it comes to women’s political participation, numbers matter. There is no escaping the reality that less than seven per cent of Pacific politicians are women,...
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                                Stories

                                
                                    Empowering Electoral Excellence in the North Pacific: Insights and Inspiration

                                    Strong Pacific EMBs are vital for democratic resilience, but they also face extra difficulties given the Pacific’s geography of small, remote communities; exacerb...
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                                Press Releases

                                
                                    Peer-to-Peer Exchanges Promote Anti-Corruption Collaboration in the Pacific

                                    In a continued push toward the promotion of good governance and a corruption-free Pacific, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Pacific Office, is supp...
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                                Press Releases

                                
                                    Rich countries attain record human development, but half of the poorest have gone backwards, finds UN Development Programme

                                    The 2023/24 Human Development Report (HDR), titled “Breaking the Gridlock: Reimagining cooperation in a polarized world", reveals a troubling trend: the rebound i...
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                              Our Impact

 
 
   
 
               
 
                                     1.8 
  
 
   million 
  people in Fiji, PNG, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Vanuatu, now have access to formal financial services.
 
 
 
                    9,000 
  
 
   households 
  supported with livelihoods recovery, community infrastructure, early warning systems, and Post-Disaster Needs Assessment after Tropical Cyclone Harold in Fiji, Solomon Islands, Tonga, and Vanuatu.
 
 
 
                    10.99 
  
 
   hectares 
  of mangrove forests and 5.57 hectares of coastal areas in Kosrae State, FSM were rehabilitated.
 
 
 
   
 
                                  4 
  
 
   women 
  were elected as Members of Parliament for the Solomon Islands 2020 National Elections. It is the the highest number ever in its law-making body.
 
 
 
                    200≈ 
  
 
   new jobs 
  created in green/blue businesses in the Pacific.
 
 
 
                    1,777 
  
 
   people 
  reached in Tonga through the REACH project Fiji model.
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